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SUMMARY

Screaming is arguably one of the most relevant
communication signals for survival in humans.
Despite their practical relevance and their theoretical
significance as innate [1] and virtually universal [2, 3]
vocalizations, what makes screams a unique signal
and how they are processed is not known. Here, we
use acoustic analyses, psychophysical experiments,
and neuroimaging to isolate those features that
confer to screams their alarming nature, and we track
their processing in the human brain. Using the modulation power spectrum (MPS [4, 5]), a recently developed, neurally informed characterization of sounds,
we demonstrate that human screams cluster within
restricted portion of the acoustic space (between
!30 and 150 Hz modulation rates) that corresponds
to a well-known perceptual attribute, roughness. In
contrast to the received view that roughness is irrelevant for communication [6], our data reveal that the
acoustic space occupied by the rough vocal regime
is segregated from other signals, including speech,
a pre-requisite to avoid false alarms in normal vocal
communication. We show that roughness is present
in natural alarm signals as well as in artificial alarms
and that the presence of roughness in sounds boosts
their detection in various tasks. Using fMRI, we show
that acoustic roughness engages subcortical structures critical to rapidly appraise danger. Altogether,
these data demonstrate that screams occupy a privileged acoustic niche that, being separated from
other communication signals, ensures their biological and ultimately social efficiency.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Screams result from the bifurcation of regular phonation to a
chaotic regime, thereby making screams particularly difficult to
predict and ignore [2]. While previous research in humans suggested that acoustic parameters such as ‘‘jitter’’ and ‘‘shimmer’’
[7–9] are modulated in screams, whether such dynamics and

parameters correspond to a specific acoustic regime and how
such sounds impact receivers’ brains remain unclear.
To characterize the spectro-temporal specificity of screams,
we used the modulation power spectrum (MPS) (Figure 1). The
MPS, beyond classical representations such as the waveform
and spectrogram (Figures 1A and 1B, upper and middle panels),
displays the time-frequency power in modulation across both
spectral and temporal dimensions (Figures 1A and 1B, lower
panels). The MPS has become a particularly useful tool in auditory neuroscience because it provides a neurally and ecologically relevant parameterization of sounds [5, 6, 15].
In speech, spectro-temporal attributes encode distinct categories of information, which in turn occupy distinct areas of the
MPS (Figures 1B and 1C). For instance, whereas the fundamental frequency of the voice informs the listener about the
gender of the speaker [6, 10, 16] (Figure 1C, blue region), slow
temporal fluctuations carry cues such as the syllabic or prosodic
information that underlie parsing and decoding speech to extract
meaning [11, 12, 17] (Figure 1C, green region). Interestingly, the
large region of the MPS that corresponds to temporal modulations between 30 and 150 Hz (orange zones in Figure 1C) has,
to date, not been associated with any ecological function—and
is generally considered irrelevant for human communication
[6]. This spectro-temporal region corresponds to a perceptual
attribute called roughness [13, 14]. Sounds in this region correspond to amplitude modulations ranging from 30 to 150 Hz
and typically induce unpleasant, rough auditory percepts.
To ensure communication efficacy, screams should be acoustically well segregated from other communication signals.
Conventional features that can further modulate or accentuate
speech, such as increased loudness or high pitch, contribute
to potentiate fear responses [18–20] but are not sufficiently
distinctive, as these attributes accompany a wide range of utterances. Therefore, we conjectured that screams might occupy a
dedicated part of the MPS, so that false alarms, i.e., confusions
with non-alarm signals, are unlikely to occur. The roughness
region (Figure 1C) is unexploited by speech, and therefore constitutes a plausible candidate space to encode alarm communication signals.
Screams Selectively Exploit the ‘‘Roughness’’ Acoustic
Regime that Is Unused by Speech
To examine whether screams versus other communication
sounds (speech) exploit distinct spectro-temporal features, we
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Figure 1. The Modulation Power Spectrum: Examples and Ecological Relevance
(A) Representations of a 1,000 Hz tone amplitude modulated at 25 Hz. Top: waveform. Middle: spectrogram. Bottom: MPS power modulations in the spectral
(y axis) and temporal (x axis) domains. 25-Hz modulation is highlighted.
(B) As in (A), for a spoken sentence.
(C) Modulations in human vocal communication. Perceptual attributes occupy distinct areas of the MPS and encode distinct categories of information. Modulations corresponding to pitch (blue) carry gender/size information [6, 10]. Temporal modulations below 20 Hz (green) encode linguistic meaning [11, 12]. Orange
rectangles delimit roughness [13, 14]. This unpleasant attribute has not yet been linked to ecologically relevant functions. We hypothesize that this part of the MPS
space might be dedicated to alarm signals.

compared the MPS of screamed and spoken utterances with
equivalent communicative content. We analyzed the MPS of
four types of vocalizations, recorded from 19 participants, according to two factors: ‘‘scream’’ and ‘‘sentence’’ (Figures 2A
and 2B). A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was performed
using the MPS of each vocalization. As hypothesized, screamed
vocalizations contain stronger temporal modulations in the
30–150 Hz roughness window than do non-screamed ones (Figure 2C, left; averaged clusters statistic: F = 64.8, p = 2.5 3 10"6;
see also Figure S1). On the other hand, consistent with the
literature [6, 17], linguistic information in sentences (including
syllabic and prosodic cues) is encoded in slower temporal modulations (< 20 Hz; Figure 2C, right; averaged clusters statistic:
F(2,40) = 76.5, p = 0.001). This finding demonstrates that speech
mainly uses slow temporal modulations (green region in Figure 1C), whereas screams occupy the unused spectro-temporal
modulation space (orange rectangles in Figure 1C). Our observations further support the view that signals communicating
distinct types of information (i.e., danger versus gender versus
meaning) are segregated into distinct parts of the acoustic sensorium that match perceptual attributes and that rough temporal
modulations between 30 and 150 Hz are used to communicate
danger.
Roughness Is Exploited in Both Natural and Artificial
Alarm Signals
We next tested the hypothesis that roughness in screams is
selectively used to signal danger and should therefore not be
exploited to the same degree in other kinds of communication

signals. We performed a series of comparisons with other, vocal
and non-vocal, stimuli. We first compared the average magnitude
of temporal modulations in the roughness range (30–150 Hz)
between sentential vocalizations (normal speaking), musical vocalizations (a cappella singing), and screaming (Figure 3A, left).
The MPS values in the roughness range were significantly stronger in screams than in sung (unpaired t test: p = 6 3 10"19) and
spoken (unpaired t test: p = 8 3 10"27) vocalizations. In order to
explore whether rough sound modulations might be used in other
languages, we compared the roughness index between English,
French, and Chinese (Mandarin) neutrally spoken sentences. We
found that roughness indices did not differ across languages
(F = 0.04, p = 0.957; Figure S2) and were consistently smaller
than those of screamed sentences in English (F = 24.97, p =
9 3 10"14). Together, these results suggest that, regardless of
communicative intention, only screamed vocalizations (whether
sentential or not) maintain their invariant niche in the rough modulation regime.
If sound roughness is an effective feature for screams to
constitute an alarm signal, it might also be exploited by manmade technological devices that generate non-biological acoustic signals to alert humans to danger. To address this, we
compared the MPS values in the roughness range of artificial
alarm signals (buzzers, horns, etc.; Table S1) to that of musical
instruments (e.g., strings or keyboards), which also have spectro-temporally complex structure but are not a priori designed
to trigger danger-related reactions. This comparison (Figure 3A,
center) reveals that alarm, but not musical, sounds exploit
scream-like rough modulations (unpaired t test: p = 9 3 10"10).
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Figure 2. Acoustic Characterization of Screamed Vocalizations
(A) Example spectrograms of the four utterance types, produced by one participant: screamed vocalizations, vowel [a] (top left); sentence (top right); neutral
vocalizations, vowel [a] (bottom left); and spoken sentence (bottom right).
(B) Average MPS across participants (n = 19) for each type. For the factorial analysis, the ‘‘sentence’’ factor (vertical dashed line) determines whether
the utterance contains sentential information or the vowel [a]; the ‘‘scream’’ factor (horizontal dashed line) determines whether the utterance was screamed or
neutral.
(C) Main effect of ‘‘scream’’ (left) and main effect of ‘‘sentence’’ (right).
In (B) and (C), contours delimit statistical thresholds of p < 0.001 (Bonferroni corrected). See also Figure S1.

The fact that roughness appears to be used in the design of artificial alarm signals in human culture, perhaps unwittingly, underlines both the perceptual salience and ecological relevance of
rough sounds. This discovery is intriguing, as roughness is barely
ever mentioned as a relevant feature in the applied acoustics
literature on alarm signals [21].
Dissonant Intervals Elicit Temporal Modulations in the
Rough Regime
The observation that roughness induces an unpleasant percept is
reminiscent of the foundational work of Hermann von Helmholtz on
musical consonance [13]. The origin of consonance has been
debated for centuries. Empirical studies generally point to roughness [22] and harmonicity [23] as factors underlying the perception
of dissonance [24]. Current views suggest that roughness is unlikely to be the main or unique determinant of dissonance (harmonicity matters, as does experience and cultural exposure [25]).
However, the fact that roughness is exploited to communicate
danger via screams argues for its behavioral and neural relevance
and points to a possible (if not unique) biological origin of dissonance. One possibility is that sound intervals that contain rough
modulation frequencies elicit responses in those neural circuits

that induce the unpleasant percept in response to roughness.
By comparing the roughness values provided by the MPS analysis
of a set of consonant and dissonant tone intervals (Figure 3A, right;
see Table S2), we found that dissonant intervals generate stronger
modulations in the lower half (30–80 Hz) of the roughness window
(unpaired t test: p = 0.006). This result reveals that dissonant
sounds elicit temporal modulations in the spectro-temporal
regime that is also exploited to communicate danger and hence
nicely dovetails von Helmholtz’s intuition that roughness constitutes one possible biological origin of dissonance. Note that the
aim here is merely to revisit Helmholtz’s hypothesis in the light of
the observation that there is a surprising convergence between
roughness, screams, and dissonance.
Screams Roughness Confers a Behavioral Advantage to
React Efficiently
We next addressed whether roughness is merely incidentally
and epiphenomenally stronger in screams or whether this modulation window is universally exploited because of its causal
relevance to behavior. We conjectured that if roughness informs
conspecifics about danger, rough screams should induce more
fearful subjective percepts than less rough vocalizations. To
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perceived fear induced by scream recordings (Table S3). The data reveal (Figaddress this hypothesis, we asked 20 participants to rate the fear ure 3B, middle) that the rougher the screams, the more fearful the
induced by screams and neutral vocalizations [a] on a subjective induced emotional reaction (Pearson’s r = 0.65, p = 10"8). Interscale, ranging from neutral (1) to fearful (5). To assess the effect estingly, the speed of behavioral responses (Figure 3B, right)
of rough modulations on perceived fear, we tested two additional also scaled with scream roughness (Pearson’s r = "0.35, p =
conditions in which (1) we low-pass filtered screams’ temporal 0.005). Roughness hence not only increases the perceived fear
modulations in the roughness range (<20 Hz) and (2) we added valence of screams, but also enables a faster appraisal of
rough temporal modulations to neutral vocalizations (see the danger.
Supplemental Experimental Procedures). As expected, the
Rapid, accurate evaluation of danger (as indexed by the
data showed (Figure 3B, left) that screams were perceived as valence of screams) is presumably crucial for adaptive behavior.
more fearful than neutral vocalizations (paired t test: p = 4 3 In that context, the precise location of the scream source in
10"9). Furthermore, screams were perceived as more fearful the environment is of critical relevance. To assess whether
than filtered screams (paired t test: p = 4 3 10"4); in complemen- roughness improves the ability to localize vocalizations, we imtary fashion, modulation of neutral vocalizations in the roughness plemented a spatial localization behavioral experiment. We
measured in 21 participants the speed and accuracy to detect
range increased perceived fear (paired t test: p = 0.045).
To test whether this effect generalizes to artificial alarm signals, whether normal vocalizations and screams were presented on
we performed a similar experiment using the same acoustic their left or right sides using inter-aural time-difference cues.
alteration procedures on the set of artificial sounds. Thirteen In addition to natural vocalizations, we also tested a control set
participants rated the perceived ‘‘alarmness’’ on a subjective of synthetic screams, constructed by modulating neutral vocaliscale, ranging from neutral (1) to alarming (5). As found for human zations in the roughness range (Figure S4). As anticipated,
vocalizations, the data show (Figure S3) that alarm sounds are accuracy and speed varied as a function of vocalization type (Figperceived as more alarming than instrument sounds (paired ure 3C, left and center panels; repeated-measures ANOVA, for
t test: p = 8 3 10"9). Also, alarm sounds were perceived as more accuracy: F(2,40) = 7.01, p = 0.004; reaction speed: F(2, 40) =
alarming than filtered alarm sounds (paired t test: p = 0.035), 5.8, p = 0.006). Participants were both more accurate and faster
whereas musical-instrument sounds modulated in the roughness at localizing natural (paired t test, for accuracy: p = 3 3 10"6;

C
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Figure 4. fMRI Measurement of Roughness and Screams
(A) Main effect of unpleasantness across all sound categories. Unpleasant
(rough) sounds induce larger responses bilaterally in the amygdala (left) and
the primary auditory cortex (right). Contrasts are rendered at a p < 0.005
threshold for display; see also Table S4 for a summary of activations and
associated anatomical coordinates.
(B) Reverse-correlation analysis between single-trial beta values and MPS
profiles of the corresponding sounds. The amygdala—but not primary auditory
cortex—is maximally sensitive to the restricted spectro-temporal window
corresponding to roughness. Contours delimit statistical thresholds of p <
0.05, cluster-corrected for multiple comparisons.

reaction speed: p = 0.013) and synthetic (t test, for accuracy: p =
0.03; reaction speed: p = 0.003) screams than normal vocalizations. To control for potential speed-accuracy tradeoff, we tested
the combined effects of speed and accuracy using a composite
measure, efficiency. This analysis reveals a robust effect of vocalization type on localization efficiency (Figure 3C, right; repeatedmeasures ANOVA: F(2,40) = 11.63, p = 2 3 10"4) and establishes
that spatial localization performance is better for both natural
screams (t test: p = 1.5 3 10"6) and synthetic screams (t test:
p = 6 3 10"4) than for regular vocalizations. Interestingly, natural
and synthetic screams are equally efficient (t test: p = 0.789). The
fact that ‘‘adding’’ roughness to normal vocalizations considerably improves localization efficiency underscores the causal
importance of this acoustic feature.
The current findings show that rough temporal modulations
are (1) characteristic of screams, (2) selectively exploited to
communicate danger across signal types, (3) perceived as
more fear inducing, and (4) confer a behavioral advantage by
increasing speed and accuracy of spatially localizing screamed
vocalizations. These findings plausibly suggest that rough vocalizations recruit dedicated neural processes that prioritize fast reaction to danger over detailed contextual evaluation.
Rough Temporal Modulations Induce Selective
Responses in the Amygdala
Since the current work is the first, to our knowledge, to identify
the relevance of roughness for auditory processing of danger,

we assessed the neural responses to rough temporal modulations. We performed an fMRI experiment in which 16 participants
listened to sounds selected for diversity of acoustic content
and levels of roughness. As above, we used three different categories of sounds in a neutral and unpleasant version, respectively: human vocalizations (normal voices, screams), artificial
sounds (instruments, alarms), and musical intervals (consonant,
dissonant; Tables S2–S4). We identified regions involved in processing unpleasantness by contrasting responses to unpleasant
versus neutral sounds (regardless of sound category). This analysis revealed that unpleasant sounds induce larger hemodynamic responses in the bilateral anterior amygdala and primary
auditory cortices (Figure 4A and Table S4). To determine whether
these regions encode specific subparts of the MPS, we implemented a reverse-correlation approach and related single-trial
blood-oxygen-level-dependent response estimates with the
MPS of the corresponding sound (after removal of the variance
explained by the valence of the stimuli, as indexed by individual
participant ratings; see [26]). We found that the amygdala—but
not auditory cortex—is specifically sensitive to temporal modulations in the roughness range (Figure 4B). These results demonstrate that rough sounds specifically target neural circuits
involved in fear/danger processing [27, 28] and hence provide
evidence that roughness constitutes an efficient acoustic attribute to trigger adapted reactions to danger.
In this series of acoustic, behavioral, and neuroimaging experiments, we characterized the spectral modulation of various
natural and artificial sounds and demonstrated the ecological,
behavioral, and neural relevance of roughness, a well-known
perceptual attribute hitherto unrelated to any specific communicative function. The findings support the view that roughness, as
featured in screams, improves the efficiency of warning signals,
possibly by targeting sub-cortical neural circuits that promote
the survival of the individual and speed up reaction to danger.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
A bank of sounds containing several types of human vocalizations (screams
and sentences), artificial sounds (alarm and instrument sounds), and sound
intervals (pure tone intervals) was constructed for subsequent acoustic characterization. Sounds were edited to last 1,000 ms and were root-mean-square
normalized. In order to quantify the power in temporal and spectral modulations, the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the spectrogram was calculated to obtain the MPS of each sound [6].
A repeated-measures ANOVA (n = 19 speakers) was performed on the
vocalizations’ MPS to test for specific scream and sentence effects. After
identifying a restricted window in the roughness domain (30–150 Hz) for
screamed vocalizations, we compared the averaged MPS values in this window between the different categories of the sound bank using ANOVAs and
unpaired t tests.
The influence of MPS values in the roughness range was assessed in four
behavioral experiments. The first three experiments tested the relationship
between roughness and behavioral ratings in both natural and artificial
sounds. The fourth experiment tested the influence of roughness on the
spatial localization of vocalizations. We measured the localization performance, reaction times, and efficiency during the perception of lateralized
vocalizations [a], screams, and synthetic screams (100-Hz amplitude modulated vocalizations [a]).
Finally, we used fMRI to explore the neural structures implicated in the processing of such sounds. We executed a sparse-sampling experiment in which
participants rated the unpleasantness (on a 1–5 scale) of three types of sounds
(human vocalizations, artificial sounds, and tone intervals). After identifying the
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brain regions that responded to the unpleasantness of these sounds, we used
a reverse-correlation approach to investigate the relative hemodynamic sensitivity of these regions to sub-regions of the MPS.
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Figure S1, related to Figure 2: Temporal modulation amplitude: Average MPS across
utterances for each type: screamed vocalization [a]; neutral vocalizations [a]; screamed
sentence; spoken sentence. Black horizontal bars highlights modulation frequencies at which
the main effect of screamed vs. neutral utterances is significant at P < 0.001 level (Bonferroni
corrected); Error bars indicate SEM.

Figure S2, related to Figure 3: Temporal modulation in the roughness (30–150 Hz) range:
comparison of screamed sentences in English (n=76) with neutral sentences in various
languages (English [n=75], French [n=47], and Chinese [n=30]). *** P < 0.001; Error bars
indicate SEM.
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Figure S3, related to Figure 3: Perceived ‘alarmness’ induced by natural and acoustically
altered artificial sounds. Averaged rating (on a 1–5 ‘alarmness’ scale ranging from neutral to
alarming) across participants (n=13), as a function of signal type (alarm sound, filtered alarm
sound, musical instrument and amplitude modulated (AM) musical instrument). *** P <
0.001; *** P < 0.05; Error bars indicate SEM.

Figure S4, related to Figure 3: Exemplar waveforms (400 ms duration with 100 ms onset and
offset ramping) of the vocalization categories used in the spatial localization behavioral
experiment (see Figure 3C). Top dark blue waveform: neutral vocalization [vowel a] (n=30);
middle red waveform: natural screamed vocalization [a] (n=30); bottom light blue waveform:
amplitude modulated (AM=100Hz) neutral vocalization [a] (n=30)

Supplemental Tables
Table S1, related to Figure 3: Alarm and Instrument sounds list of stimuli and matched F0
values
F0
Alarm sounds
'01_Whistle_alarm.wav'
'08_siren_firehouse_alarm.wav'
'09_Horn_alarm.wav'
'10_FireHorn_alarm.wav'
'14_klaxon_horn_alarm.wav'
'15_train_horn_alarm.wav'
'18_train_horn_alarm.wav'
'19_klaxon_horn_alarm.wav'
'20_truck_horn_alarm.wav'
'22_horn_tug_alarm.wav'
'24_wind_horn_alarm.wav'
'25_truck_horn_alarm.wav'
'26_train_horn_alarm.wav'
'27_ship_horn_alarm.wav'
'28_ship_horn_alarm.wav'
'29_firetruck_horn_blast_alarm.wav'
'31_bright_alarm.wav'
'32_Air_Horn_alarm.wav'
'33_ship_horn_alarm.wav'
'35_truck_honk_alarm.wav'
'36_emergency_fire_alarm.wav'
'39_fog_horn_alarm.wav'
'41_horn_alarm.wav'
'44_fire_engine_horn_alarm.wav'
'46_emergency_ambulance_horn_alarm.wav'
'47_horn_descend_alarm.wav'
'48_static_horn_alarm.wav'
'50_telephone_ring_alarm.wav'
'51_buzzer_alarm.wav'
'56_buzzer.wav'

(Hz)
2150
440
214
214
350
360
436
210
180
497
150
160
482
250
140
204
338
311
140
200
190
145
110
250
400
1000
533
850
480
530

F0
Instrument sounds
'01_pop_flute_match.wav'
'08_classic_rock_organ_match.wav'
'09_trumpet_section_match.wav'
'10_Orchestral_Strings_match.wav'
'14_saxophone_match.wav'
'15_pop_organ_match.wav'
'18_church_bell_match.wav'
'19_electric_piano_match.wav'
'20_grand_piano_match.wav'
'22_hollywood_strings_match.wav'
'24_fingerstyle_electric_bass_match.wav'
'25_fretless_electric_bass_match.wav'
'26_swirling_electric_piano_match.wav'
'27_clean_electric_guitar_match.wav'
'28_grand_piano_punchy_match.wav'
'29_lunar_strings_match.wav'
'31_jazz_organ_match.wav'
'32_Live_Pop_horns_match.wav'
'33_steel_string_guitar_match.wav'
'35_smooth_clav_match.wav'
'36_synth_bass_match.wav'
'39_grand_piano_stage_match.wav'
'41_deep_round_synth_bass_match.wav'
'44_cathedral_organ_match.wav'
'46_pop_organ_match.wav'
'47_alto_sax_match.wav'
'48_tenor_sax_match.wav'
'50_church_bell_match.wav'
'51_shimmering_flute_match.wav'
'56_trumpet_match.wav'

(Hz)
2150
240
220
220
350
310
367
209
170
520
155
310
320
130
140
208
160
310
145
195
190
145
55
240
200
497
279
1650
249
262

Table S2, related to Figure 3: 2-tone interval list of stimuli. The numerical value preceding
‘_f1_’ corresponds to the interval between the two sounds, in semitones. The numerical value
following ‘_f1_’ corresponds to the frequency of the lower tone and the value following ‘f2’
corresponds to the frequency of the upper tone of the interval.
Consonant intervals
'1_f1_440_f2_466.wav'
'1_f1_466_f2_494.wav'
'1_f1_494_f2_523.wav'
'1_f1_523_f2_554.wav'
'1_f1_554_f2_587.wav'
'1_f1_587_f2_622.wav'
'1_f1_622_f2_659.wav'
'1_f1_659_f2_698.wav'
'1_f1_698_f2_740.wav'
'1_f1_740_f2_784.wav'
'1_f1_784_f2_831.wav'
'2_f1_440_f2_494.wav'
'2_f1_466_f2_523.wav'
'2_f1_494_f2_554.wav'
'2_f1_523_f2_587.wav'
'2_f1_554_f2_622.wav'
'2_f1_587_f2_659.wav'
'2_f1_622_f2_698.wav'
'2_f1_659_f2_740.wav'
'2_f1_698_f2_784.wav'
'2_f1_740_f2_831.wav'
'6_f1_440_f2_622.wav'
'6_f1_466_f2_659.wav'
'6_f1_494_f2_698.wav'
'6_f1_523_f2_740.wav'
'6_f1_554_f2_784.wav'
'6_f1_587_f2_831.wav'
'10_f1_440_f2_784.wav'
'10_f1_466_f2_831.wav'
'11_f1_440_f2_831.wav'

Dissonant intervals
'3_f1_440_f2_523.wav'
'3_f1_466_f2_554.wav'
'3_f1_494_f2_587.wav'
'3_f1_523_f2_622.wav'
'3_f1_554_f2_659.wav'
'3_f1_587_f2_698.wav'
'3_f1_622_f2_740.wav'
'3_f1_659_f2_784.wav'
'3_f1_698_f2_831.wav'
'4_f1_440_f2_554.wav'
'4_f1_466_f2_587.wav'
'4_f1_494_f2_622.wav'
'4_f1_523_f2_659.wav'
'4_f1_554_f2_698.wav'
'4_f1_587_f2_740.wav'
'4_f1_622_f2_784.wav'
'4_f1_659_f2_831.wav'
'5_f1_440_f2_587.wav'
'5_f1_466_f2_622.wav'
'5_f1_494_f2_659.wav'
'5_f1_523_f2_698.wav'
'5_f1_554_f2_740.wav'
'5_f1_587_f2_784.wav'
'5_f1_622_f2_831.wav'
'7_f1_440_f2_659.wav'
'7_f1_466_f2_698.wav'
'7_f1_494_f2_740.wav'
'7_f1_523_f2_784.wav'
'7_f1_554_f2_831.wav'
'8_f1_440_f2_698.wav'

Table S3, related to Figure 3: Screams and Neutral Vocalizations with matched F0 values.
Age and gender of the corresponding speaker are reported in the right-hand columns.

Screams

F0 (Hz)

Neutral vocalization

F0 (Hz) Age

Gender

'01_stim_001.wav'
'01_stim_002.wav'
'02_stim_005.wav'
'02_stim_006.wav'
'03_stim_009.wav'
'03_stim_010.wav'
'04_stim_013.wav'
'04_stim_014.wav'
'05_stim_016.wav'
'05_stim_017.wav'
'07_stim_024.wav'
'07_stim_027.wav'
'08_stim_029.wav'
'08_stim_030.wav'
'09_stim_033.wav'
'09_stim_038.wav'
'10_stim_039.wav'
'10_stim_042.wav'
'11_stim_045.wav'
'11_stim_046.wav'
'12_stim_050.wav'
'12_stim_051.wav'
'13_stim_052.wav'
'13_stim_054.wav'
'14_stim_056.wav'
'14_stim_059.wav'
'15_stim_060.wav'
'15_stim_062.wav'
'16_stim_064.wav'
'16_stim_067.wav'

351
350
376
357
628
748
404
413
1400
1040
360
340
1129
1090
1410
1410
900
988
393
389
690
892
1200
1250
1101
1390
680
700
379
360

'01_stim_069.wav'
'01_stim_071.wav'
'02_stim_073.wav'
'02_stim_074.wav'
'03_stim_076.wav'
'03_stim_077.wav'
'04_stim_080.wav'
'04_stim_081.wav'
'05_stim_085.wav'
'05_stim_086.wav'
'07_stim_092.wav'
'07_stim_094.wav'
'08_stim_096.wav'
'08_stim_099.wav'
'09_stim_102.wav'
'09_stim_103.wav'
'10_stim_106.wav'
'10_stim_107.wav'
'11_stim_109.wav'
'11_stim_111.wav'
'12_stim_114.wav'
'12_stim_115.wav'
'13_stim_118.wav'
'13_stim_119.wav'
'14_stim_120.wav'
'14_stim_121.wav'
'15_stim_125.wav'
'15_stim_126.wav'
'16_stim_129.wav'
'16_stim_131.wav'

383
355
375
380
614
830
390
400
1370
1100
361
340
1270
1180
1500
1400
920
1060
360
390
700
660
1200
1230
1230
1400
650
700
380
390

32

M

25

M

36

F

24

M

27

F

31

F

28

F

26

M

32

F

31

M

26

F

26

F

37

F

31

F

32

M

Table S4, related to Figure 4: Peak coordinates of fMRI clusters activated for the unpleasant
minus pleasant contrast.
Anatomical description
Right Auditory Cortex (TE 1.0/ TE 1.1)
Left Auditory Cortex (TE 1.0/ TE 1.1)
Left amygdala / parahippocampal gyrus
Right amygdala / parahippocampal gyrus
Right Visual Cortex (BA17)
Left Middle Temporal Gyrus
BA: Broadmann Area

MNI coordinates
x
y
z

Z

p-value (unc.)

48
-40
-48
-24
-18
26
16
-60

4.93
4.15
3.55
4.24
3.88
3.53
4.93
3.96

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

-22
-28
-24
10
4
8
-68
-4

6
6
8
-22
-18
-22
10
-12

Supplemental discussion
The neural mechanisms underlying the effects of roughness on human behavior (Figures 3B
and C) remain unclear. On the one hand, auditory perception might directly benefit from
adding fast temporal cues to a signal. On this view, adding fast temporal modulations cues
might increase available sensory evidence across time and improve the localization of a
sound. Adding amplitude modulations to a neutral voice might also alter the harmonic
resolution of vocalizations, broadening the range of spectral modulations in the MPS (as
observed in Figure 2C) and improving the neural processing of rough sounds and thereby
benefit behavior. At any rate, the fact that adding roughness-regime amplitude modulations to
neutral sounds both increases unpleasantness and improves localization efficiency to the same
level as screams supports the view that this feature is critical (and sufficient, in the
localization experiment) to mimic the effect of screams on behavior. While it is not possible
to firmly assess whether one hypothesis is more plausible than the other, they are not mutually
exclusive, and both mechanisms might contribute to impact subjective ratings and localization
performance.
Whether the recruitment of the amygdala by rough aversive sounds results from a direct
routing from subcortical auditory nuclei to the amygdala [S1] or an indirect routing through
the auditory cortex [S2], remains an open question. Because this study was not initially
designed to implement causal connectivity analyses, the current dataset cannot provide a
definitive answer and further work using causal modeling or animal models is needed.
However, in light of the work by Ledoux et al. [S1] and the fact that the temporal information
is down-sampled throughout the auditory hierarchy [S3-S5], our finding might support direct
routing to the amygdala. On this view, fast temporally modulated (rough) sounds can be
directly routed from subcortical auditory nuclei to the amygdala. The fact that the amygdala is
activated by roughness regardless of context (vocal, musical) is consistent with this view. The
fast recruitment of the amygdala might in turn cause sensory unpleasantness, increased
attention or arousal, and speed-up the reaction to the signaled danger. Importantly, this
hypothesis does not rule out subsequent interaction with other cortical areas involved in the
processing of more complex information (pertaining to the context or valence of the
stimulus).
From a teleological perspective, our findings support the straightforward if naïve idea that the
acoustic features that humans employ to communicate are – like other biological traits –
selected for their propensity to confer some specific evolutionary advantage. The fact that
alarm signals – but not other communication signals such as speech – exploit roughness
modulation frequencies might suggest that this regime could be preserved as an independent
niche in the acoustic space, so as to secure a dedicated channel to communicate danger.
Roughness lies within a vocal production regime that is effortful and may even harm the
vocal apparatus of the emitter. Interestingly, rough speech can occur in patients with vocal or
laryngeal problems [S6], which may serve the adaptive function of making pathological
voices suited to induce a negative or even fearful percept by the receiver. At any rate, keeping
normal speech signals away from this regime altogether ensures its efficiency and comfort in
daily communication, and gives roughness the exclusivity of alert signaling. The exclusivity
with which roughness occupies this acoustic position is suitable to prevent false alarms and
elicit rapid and efficient adaptive reactions.
More generally, our results support the notion that vocalizations evolved to fit increasingly
refined constraints in both the emitter and recipient conspecifics. Following this reasoning,

one might conjecture that speech signals – which convey slower and more complex
information and presumably emerged later than the more primitive utterances such as screams
[S7, S8] – exploited precisely those parts of the spectrum (slower modulations <20 Hz; Figure
1C) that were not already used to convey essential information such as the gender of a vocal
source (e.g. conveyed by the pitch) or the level of panic (e.g. conveyed by the roughness of
the vocalization). Relevant types of information (e.g. danger situation, conspecific identity,
semantic content) could hence have sequentially colonized segregated acoustic niches,
insuring that distinct information is encoded in non-overlapping perceptual spaces.

Supplemental Experimental Procedures
Vocalization recording and sound processing
We constructed a database of sounds for detailed acoustic characterization that contained
several types of human vocalizations (screams and sentences), artificial sounds (alarm and
instrument sounds) and sound intervals (pure tones intervals).
Human vocalizations were recorded in a soundproof room with a microphone (SM57, Shure
Inc., Niles, IL) placed at a 2 meters distance from the speaker. 19 human speakers (mean age
= 24; age range 21–39; 9 females) were asked to produce 4 instances of each of the following
types of vocalizations: 1- screams, 2- meaningless vocalizations [a], 3- screamed sentences
and 4- normally spoken sentences (“Holy sh[…], watch out!”, “Oh my God help me!”, “It’s
right behind you!”, “Get the f[…] away!”).
Other sound materials (screams, a capella singing, alarm sounds; English, French and
Chinese sentences) were selected from various sound banks. Musical sounds were generated
using Garage Band (Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA). We used a wide variety of musical
instruments (Table S1) while matching each instrument sound in pitch with each alarm sound.
Tone intervals were constructed by adding two pure tones (1s, 20 ms cosine ramp) using
MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) custom code. 11 intervals were then pooled into
consonant and dissonant categories based on unpleasantness reports from [S9] (dissonant:
1,2,6,10,11 semitones; consonant: 3,4,5,7,8,9 semitones, Table S2).
All tested sounds were downsampled to 16 kHz. Sounds were edited to last 1000 ms and were
root mean square (RMS) normalized (by dividing by the root mean square value of the whole
sound).
Modulation Power Spectrum
To quantify power in temporal and spectral modulations, the two-dimensional Fourier
transform of the spectrogram was calculated to obtain the Modulation Power Spectrum (MPS)
of each sound [S10]. Sound waveforms were transformed into a time-frequency
representation (spectrogram) using a filter-bank approach. Waveforms were filtered using 128
different linear-phase finite impulse response filters (512th order). Filters were designed to
estimate critical bands [S11] with centre frequencies logarithmically spanning the frequency
space and corresponding equivalent rectangular bandwidths (Eq1 [S12]). Each filter’s output
was then Hilbert transformed in order to extract the analytic amplitude and log-transformed.
The output of this filter-bank processing is a spectrogram that provides a time-frequency
representation estimating the output of the cochlea [S11]. Modulation power spectra were
derived by applying a two-dimensional Fourier transform to the spectrogram and logtransforming the resulting spectral power density estimates.
Eq1:
BW = 24.7 ∗ (F ∗ 4.37 + 1)
Where BW denotes bandwidth and F denotes a centre frequency in KHz.
Selective alteration of sounds in the roughness range
In order to test the behavioral effect of adding roughness to a sound (see behavioral
experiments 1, 2 and 4), we created a control category of artificially rough sounds by
modulating their amplitude according to the following equation:
Eq2:
S(t) = O(t) ∗ [1 + m ∗ sin(2π ∗ fm ∗ t)]

Where O(t) corresponds to the original waveform, its amplitude being modulated by a lower
frequency fm (the modulator) at a depth of m.
We tested the behavioral effect of filtering roughness (see behavioral experiments 1 and 2),
using another artificial control-sound category by selectively low-pass filtering the original
sound waveform at 20 Hz. The derived MPS of a signal was low-passed at 20 Hz by
multiplying modulation frequencies with a cosine ramp such that frequencies below 20 Hz
were set to 1, above 20 Hz were set to 0, and the transition around 20 Hz was a cosine ramp
shifting smoothly from 1 to 0. The new filtered MPS was then inversed transformed (inverse
2D FFT) in order to create a new spectrogram with no modulation frequency above 20 Hz.
We applied an iterative technique using convex projection to recreate the sound waveform,
similarly to previous reports but using random phase as a first estimate to ensure that no
information above 20 Hz is recreated [S10, S13]. The convex projection technique further
insures that upon convergence the spectrogram of the produced sound waveform is as close as
possible (in a least square sense) to the desired spectrogram produced by the inverted (and
filtered) MPS.
MPS comparison between vocalization types
In order to determine whether screamed and sentential vocalizations had distinct MPS
profiles, we averaged, for each speaker, the 4 utterances recorded in each condition and
computed a repeated-measure ANOVA (n=19) across individual MPS. Using a 2-by-2
factorial design we tested the main effects of the factors scream and sentence and their
interaction for each spectral-temporal combination of the MPS. Bonferroni correction was
applied to correct for multiple (62,400) comparisons across spectral and modulation
frequencies. This primary analysis identified temporal modulations in the ‘roughness’
window (30–150 Hz) in alarm vocalizations but not in normal vocalizations.
We then measured whether this specific modulation frequency range was also present in other
sound types. The MPS value in the roughness range was calculated for each tested sound by
averaging MPS values across temporal modulations from 30 to 150 Hz, and across all spectral
modulations. We statistically tested MPS values in the roughness range for the sounds (30
excerpts of 1 sec duration per sound category) from each of the following categories:
vocalizations (screaming, speaking, singing; 3-way ANOVA and post-hoc unpaired t-tests),
sentences (screamed English sentence, English sentence, French sentence, Chinese sentence;
4-way ANOVA and post-hoc unpaired t-tests), artificial sounds (alarm sounds vs. instrument
sounds; unpaired t-tests) and tone intervals (dissonant vs. consonant; unpaired t-tests).
Behavioral experiments and statistical analyses
The behavioral effect of MPS values in the roughness range (30–150 Hz) was assessed in two
psychophysical experiments. Both studies were approved by the local Institutional Review
Board (New York University’s Committee on Activities Involving Human Subjects). All
participants provided written consent and received $10 for their participation.
The first experiment measured the subjective fearfulness of screams in 20 participants (16
right-handed; age range 21–31, 8 females). Each participant listened to a series of
vocalizations and was asked to rate how afraid the screamer is (i.e. 3rd person perspective) on
a 1 to 5 scale (ranging from neutral to terrified). Four categories of vocalizations were
presented (each category containing 60 exemplars recorded from 20 different speakers, 3
vocalizations per speaker and per category): Screams [a], neutral vocalizations [a], filtered
screams and amplitude modulated (AM=70 Hz, m=0.7, see Eq. 2) neutral vocalizations.
The second experiment tested for subjective ‘alarmness’ of sounds (i.e. 1st person perspective)
in 13 participants (11 right-handed; age range 21–31, 6 females). Each participant listened to

a series of 108 artificial sounds and was asked to rate perceived alarmness on a 1 to 5 scale
(ranging from neutral to alarming). Four categories of artificial sounds (n=27 in each
category) were presented: alarm sounds, instrument sounds, filtered alarm sounds and
amplitude modulated (AM=70 Hz, m=0.9, see Eq. 2) neutral vocalizations.
The third experiment tested the relationship between scream roughness and behavioral
measures (subjective ratings and reaction times) in 10 participants (8 right-handed; age range
21–37, 4 females) using Pearson’s correlations. Each participant listened to a series of 60
human screams and was asked to rate perceived fear on a 1 to 5 scale (ranging from neutral to
terrified). Rating scores and mean RTs were then averaged between participants and subjected
to Pearson’s correlation with corresponding sound MPS values averaged in the roughness
(30–150 Hz) range.
The fourth experiment tested the influence of auditory roughness on spatial localization
performance of 21 subjects (17 right-handed; age range 21-42, 10 females) in a left vs. right
2–alternative forced choice localization task. Stimuli from three categories of vocalizations
were presented: vocalizations [a], screams and synthetic screams (see below and Figure S3). .
Each vocalization was embedded in white noise (uncorrelated between left and right ears) at a
5dB signal to noise ratio. Each sound was presented 15 times in a pseudo-randomized order
with stimulus onset asynchronies (SOA) varying between 0.8 and 1.2 seconds. Stimulus
presentation was lateralized to the left or to the right using inter-aural time (ITD) difference.
ITD values were selected individually prior to the experiment using an adaptive (2-down/1up) staircase procedure during which subjects were asked to localize a 700 Hz pure tone
(left/right 2-AFC task, mean ITD=84 µs, SD=14.3 µs).
Importantly, since loudness and pitch of vocalizations are potentially modulated by the
increase of airflow in the vocal tract during screaming, listeners might rely on those
perceptual attributes to assess a screamer’s distress. However, both these cues convey
perceptually ambiguous information: pitch also indicates gender of the screamer (and other
indexical information), and loudness also reflects the distance from the source. Therefore, to
test whether specific spectrotemporal cues are critical for a sound to be perceived as alarming
while controlling for those factors, we equalized these perceptual dimensions between
conditions. To ensure that the putative differences between screams and vocalizations [a]
were not due to fundamental frequency (F0) differences we matched the F0 of each
vocalization [a] with the scream’s F0 for the same speaker (see Table S3) by using a voice
pitching procedure as implemented in Praat (http://www.praat.org/). Each vocalization was
edited to last 400 ms, (with 100 ms onset and offset ramping, sampling rate = 44.1kHz) and
was RMS normalized. To assess the specificity of the hypothesized effect of roughness we
created a third control category of synthetic screams. Synthetic screams were constructed by
applying a 100 Hz amplitude modulation (fm=100 Hz; depth: of m=1) to each of the 60
neutral vocalizations [a] according to the equation (Eq2). Note that the reconstruction of
signals after low-pass filtering temporal modulations in the roughness range might induce
spurious phase distortion effects. Because such an effect might introduce unwanted phase
distortion cues to the sounds, we did not test this condition in the localization experiment.
We then measured individual localization performance (d-prime), reaction times (RTs) and
calculated efficiency (composite measure that corresponds to the additive effect of individual
z-score normalized performance and reaction speed, see Eq3) for each participant and each
sound category according to (Eq3).
Eq3:
E = (XA − µA )/σA + (XRT −1 − µRT −1 )/σRT −1

Where E corresponds to localization Efficiency, X to data samples, A to localization accuracy
(d-prime), RT-1 to reaction speed (inverse of RTs), µ to the average, and sigma to the standard
deviation of the data sample. Statistical differences between categories were assessed using
repeated measures ANOVAs, and post-hoc unpaired t-tests.
fMRI experiment
16 right-handed participants (age range 21–34; 8 females) took part in the experiment. The
study was approved by the local Institutional Review Board (New York University’s
Committee on Activities Involving Human Subjects). All participants provided written
consent and received $50 for their participation. During the experiment, participants were
instructed to rate the unpleasantness of sounds from 3 categories (human vocalizations,
artificial sounds and tone intervals) on a subjective scale, ranging from 1 (least unpleasant) to
5 (highly unpleasant). Ratings were recorded via button-presses with the right hand on a fivebutton box. Stimuli were presented in an event-related paradigm with SOA jittered between 1
and 1.5 s. Each category was presented as a block of 60 stimuli (30 pleasant and 30
unpleasant, Tables S2–4), presented in a pseudo-random order. Each block was repeated
twice during the experiment. Participants therefore performed 6 blocks (lasting about 10
minutes each) and were instructed at the beginning of each block, which category they were
about to hear and rate. Because the average unpleasantness possibly differed between
categories, participants were instructed to adjust their rating scales within each block.
fMRI measurements and data processing.
Functional T2* gradient-weighted echo-planar images (EPI) were acquired on a 3 Tesla
Siemens Allegra system (Erlangen, Germany) using a Nova Medical NM-011 head coil
(Wilmington, MA). Thirty slices (2x2x2 mm3 voxels) were acquired with each scan, using a
sparse acquisition scheme [S14], where each volume was cardiac gated (minimum time to
repeat (TR)/time to echo (TE): 9.4/30 ms) for better resolution of subcortical structures. The
acquisition volume was tilted forward, so that slices were parallel to and centred on the
superior temporal gyrus. An anatomical T1-weighted MRI magnetization-prepared rapid
gradient echo scan was acquired for each participant at the end of the experiment.
Imaging data were processed and analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping software
(SPM8, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). EPI images were spatially pre-processed
(realignment, normalization; smoothed with a 5 mm full width at half-maximum isotropic
Gaussian kernel) using standard parameters of SPM8. The first two volumes in each session
were discarded to control for saturation effects. Scans were realigned to the first volume,
unwarped to correct for motion artefacts, and resliced using sinc interpolation. The anatomical
scan of each participant was coregistered to the mean functional scan and segmented into gray
and white matter and cerebrospinal fluid and spatially normalized before applying the
resulting transformations to the EPIs and structural scan. Finally, the EPIs were spatially
smoothed using an isotropic, 5-mm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel.
After preprocessing, statistical analysis used a general linear model (GLM). Since the data
were acquired using a cardiac-gated procedure and because we used varying SOAs, the actual
TR and the time of acquisition after the end of each sound varied for each scan. To model the
hemodynamic response to the stimuli with respect to this variation, the duration of each sound
was specified in relation to the length of its respective TR. Stimulus box-car functions were
then convolved with the canonical Hemodynamic Response Function (HRF). The design
matrix for this analysis consisted of 6 regressors encoding stimulus onsets (2 regressors –
neutral and unpleasant– per stimulus category) and convolved with a hemodynamic response
function (or kernel). Additional regressors comprised the rating value, reaction times and
motion parameters to account for the variance related to participants’ movements. The GLM

was estimated for each subject and the contrasts of parameter estimates for individual subjects
were entered into second-level t-tests to form statistical parametric maps, implementing a
whole-brain random-effect analysis. The statistical threshold was set to P < 0.001
(uncorrected, minimal cluster size: 20 voxels) and lowered to P < 0.005 (uncorrected) for
displaying purposes. This primary analysis step was used to identify brain regions that were
sensitive to the effect of unpleasantness regardless of sound category.
Following the identification of bilateral amygdala and primary auditory cortex as the brain
regions encoding unpleasantness of auditory signals, a reverse-correlation approach was used
to investigate neural sensitivity to restricted areas of the MPS. To do so, we extracted
individual signal time-series from the peak voxel of the contrast unpleasant minus pleasant
within a radius of 5 mm from the group maxima in the anatomical borders of the regions. This
resulted in a time-course of adjusted beta values per region of interest (ROI, averaged
between left and right) that was subsequently correlated with each spectral and temporal value
of the MPS of each stimulus. To ensure that this analysis specifically tested the relationship
between hemodynamic variations and acoustic features while avoiding potential
contamination by subjective valence [S2], the variance associated with participants’ ratings
(that indexed valence) was regressed out from the data beforehand (note that regressing out
the fundamental frequency (F0) of each tested sound from the data did not affect the results).
Resulting individual Pearson’s r correlation maps were Fisher transformed and subjected to ttesting against zero across subjects.
To correct for multiple comparisons, nonparametric cluster statistics were computed using
permutation tests [S15]. To assess the null distribution, the beta values were randomly
shuffled within each subject and the Pearson’s correlation maps were computed and a P <
0.05 threshold applied. This procedure was repeated 1,000 times. For each of these
permutations, the maximum cluster-level statistic was extracted. The nonparametric P statistic
was computed by comparing the null distribution of cluster-level statistics to the original
cluster-level statistic. Cluster-corrected P statistics were computed with respect to the null
distribution of the maximum cluster-level statistics; this statistical test hence controls the false
alarm rate for all clusters. All reported results and P values were corrected at the cluster level
following this procedure, and correlations maps in Figures 2 and 4 display only clusters that
reached a corrected P value < 0.05.
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